analysis ͉ dispersion ͉ flow ͉ microscale ͉ pulse
Microelectrodes enable localized electrical stimulation and recording, and they have revolutionized our understanding of the spatiotemporal dynamics of systems that generate or respond to electrical signals. However, such comprehensive understanding of systems that rely on molecular signals-e.g., chemical communication in multicellular neural, developmental, or immune systems-remains elusive because of the inability to deliver, capture, and interpret complex chemical information. To overcome this challenge, we developed the ''chemistrode,'' a plug-based microfluidic device that enables stimulation, recording, and analysis of molecular signals with high spatial and temporal resolution. Stimulation with and recording of pulses as short as 50 ms was demonstrated. A pair of chemistrodes fabricated by multilayer soft lithography recorded independent signals from 2 locations separated by 15 m. Like an electrode, the chemistrode does not need to be built into an experimental system-it is simply brought into contact with a chemical or biological substrate, and, instead of electrical signals, molecular signals are exchanged. Recorded molecular signals can be injected with additional reagents and analyzed off-line by multiple, independent techniques in parallel (e.g., fluorescence correlation spectroscopy, MALDI-MS, and fluorescence microscopy). When recombined, these analyses provide a time-resolved chemical record of a system's response to stimulation. Insulin secretion from a single murine islet of Langerhans was measured at a frequency of 0.67 Hz by using the chemistrode. This article characterizes and tests the physical principles that govern the operation of the chemistrode to enable its application to probing local dynamics of chemically responsive matter in chemistry and biology.
analysis ͉ dispersion ͉ flow ͉ microscale ͉ pulse T his article describes the ''chemistrode,'' a droplet-based microfluidic device for manipulating and observing molecular signals with high spatial and temporal resolution. The microelectrode, voltage-clamp, and patch-clamp techniques (1) enabled stimulation and recording of electrical activity and redox-active molecules with high resolution in both space and time, revolutionizing our understanding of electroactive processes from biochemistry to neuroscience (1) (2) (3) . Most biological processes, however, are fundamentally chemical rather than electrical, relying on molecular signals to orchestrate events at the correct time and location. Electrochemical approaches are widely used, but not all molecules are electrochemically active, and some electrochemically active molecules are difficult to measure selectively in complex mixtures. The grand challenge this article addresses is that of devising an analogue of the electrode that operates on molecular rather than electrical or electroactive signals.
Why could we not build such a system with today's technology? Whereas electrical signals travel through wires essentially instantly and with low losses, manipulation and transport of molecules is more challenging. First, a pulse of molecules, especially of small volume, rapidly disperses when transported through a tube by laminar flow, leading to loss of concentration and time resolution. Loss of molecules from solution by adsorption to surfaces of tubes may also occur. Therefore, methods that rely on laminar flow to transport molecular signals, such as direct sampling (4), push/pull perfusion (5), microdialysis (6) , and direct microinjection, have not addressed this grand challenge. In contrast to electrical signals, molecular signals comprise multiple, often unknown, molecular species, requiring the ability to deliver multiple molecular species as stimuli and the ability to analyze a pulse of response molecules by multiple techniques. Advances in optical imaging technology, new probes and tagging methods, and photo-controllable manipulation have enabled observation and manipulation of many known molecular species, but these technologies may be time consuming to develop for each species and difficult to use for multiple or unknown species. ''Biology on a chip'' microfluidics technologies (7) (8) (9) can reduce dispersion by minimizing the distance that molecules are transported by the integration of a biological experiment with a specific analytical method. However, this approach requires the redevelopment and validation of the biological protocols as well as the miniaturization and integration of disparate analytical technologies. Recent advances in microfluidics have used multiphase flow to transport solutions reliably as discrete units without dilution, cross-contamination, or loss of temporal resolution (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) .
We developed the chemistrode, a microfluidic platform that addresses this grand challenge by providing molecular stimulation and recording with high fidelity using plug-based (12) multiphase microfluidics [ Fig. 1A and supporting information (SI) Fig. S1 ]. Like the electrode, the chemistrode is simply brought into contact with the surface under investigation, e.g., a cell or tissue. Instead of exchanging electrical signals, molecular signals are delivered by and captured in plugs, aqueous droplets nanoliters in volume surrounded by a fluorocarbon carrier fluid. The compartmentalization of these molecular signals eliminates dispersion and loss of sample due to surface adsorption (18) .
Operation of the chemistrode relies on 9 general steps ( Fig. 1  A and B) : (i) preparation of an array of aqueous plugs containing an arbitrary sequence of stimuli (20, 21) ; (ii) delivery of the array of stimulus plugs to a hydrophilic substrate; (iii) coalescence of stimulus plugs with the wetting layer above the hydrophilic substrate (11) while the fluorocarbon carrier fluid remains in contact with the hydrophobic wall of the chemistrode; (iv) rapid exchange of diffusible signals between the plug and the wetting layer; (v) re-formation of plugs containing response molecules released by the substrate; (vi) delivery of response plugs to a splitting junction to form identical daughter arrays (22) ; (vii) injection of each daughter array with reagents required for further analysis (23) ; (viii) analysis of each daughter array by a different technique; and (ix) final recombination of data from the analysis of daughter arrays to provide a time-resolved record of molecular stimulation and response dynamics. Here, we describe the physical principles that guide the operation of the chemistrode and implement the chemistrode to test the feasibility of each step and the compatibility of this platform with living cells.
Results
To deliver pulses of stimuli and capture pulses of molecular signals as they are released with high temporal resolution and efficiency, the chemistrode must handle plugs at high frequency while ensuring coalescence of plugs with the wetting layer and efficient chemical exchange between a plug and the wetting layer. To characterize these parameters, we fabricated a chemistrode with a v-shaped channel (with 200-or 240-m i.d. Teflon tubing inserted) by using rapid prototyping in poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) (Fig. 1B and Fig. S1 ) (24) . Microchannels were rendered hydrophobic and fluorophilic by using silanization (25) . By using high-speed video microscopy, steps ii through v were observed for the delivery and recording of buffer plugs on a hydrophilic glass surface (Fig. 1C) . To achieve stable transport of plugs, the chemistrode must operate at a low value of the capillary number, Ca ϭ U/␥ Ͻ 0.1, where U (m/s) is the flow velocity, (kg/m⅐s) is the dynamic viscosity, and ␥ (N/m) is the surface tension at the interface between the aqueous phase and the carrier fluid (26) . Assuming the center-to-center distance between adjacent plugs to be 6 times d (m), the diameter of the channel (26) , Ca limits the frequency f at which plugs can flow
For the channels of the chemistrode used here, d ϭ 2 ϫ 10 Ϫ4 m, corresponding to f Ca Ϸ 800 s Ϫ1 . The pressure drop, ⌬P (Pa), required to achieve these frequencies provides an additional constraint on frequency, f ⌬P . By using the Hagen-Poiseuille equation as an approximation, for a channel with length L (m) long enough to hold N plugs, L ϭ 6Nd,
, independent of d. When n ϭ 100 and ⌬P Ϸ 10 5 Pa, f ⌬P Ϸ 900 s Ϫ1 , but this value is the upper bound of f ⌬P , because multiphase flow requires higher pressure drops than predicted by the Hagen-Poiseuille equation because of capillary pressure, Marangoni stresses, and a modification of the velocity profile inside the plugs (27) .
To achieve rapid coalescence of the stimulus plug and the wetting layer (step iii), 3 factors must be considered (11, 28) : (i) the rate of drainage of the carrier fluid to bring the wetting layer and the plug within a critical distance for coalescence, (b) the critical contact time between the wetting layer and the plug at the critical distance, and (c) surfactant dynamics (29, 30) . Geometry of the chemistrode prevented the fusion of multiple droplets on the surface and chemical exchange among them. Although such fusion is a useful feature in some applications (11), it is undesirable for the chemistrode, because fusion introduces crosscontamination and reduces temporal resolution. We accelerated coalescence by using carrier fluids with low viscosity that can drain on the submillisecond time scale. We also used a smallmolecule surfactant, triethyleneglycol mono[1H,1H-perfluorooctyl]ether (RfOEG) known to prevent nonspecific protein adsorption (25) to the aqueous-fluorous interface. This surfactant induced desirable surface tension and displayed sufficiently rapid dynamics to provide reliable frequencies of coalescence, f coal Ͼ 50 s Ϫ1 . By considering the parameters and conditions described above, the temporal resolution, t res (s), can be estimated as t res Ϸ f , where f is the limiting frequency (the lowest one among f Ca , f ⌬P , and f coal ), and is the unitless number of plugs necessary to exchange Ͼ95% of molecules of interest between plugs and the wetting layer (which was in the Ϸ10 1 -to 10 2 -m range in our experiments, depending on the geometry and flow rate).
To test the efficiency of chemical exchange between plugs and the wetting layer (step iv), high-speed fluorescence video microscopy was used to observe a fluorescent molecular signal delivered to a hydrophilic glass surface ( Fig. 2A) . We used small-molecule fluorescent dyes for simplicity and because many diffusible signals are small molecules. The fluorescent signal was encoded in 1 plug containing fluorescein, which was followed by many plugs of nonfluorescent buffer. This array was flowed into the chemistrode at a flow velocity of 4.2 mm/s, and an increase in fluorescence at the surface of the substrate was observed after the fluorescent plug coalesced with the wetting layer. The fluorescein in the wetting layer was rapidly removed by subsequent buffer plugs with ϭ 3 (Fig. 2 A) . Experimentally, the observed value of depended on the extent of recirculation induced as plugs coalesced with the wetting layer. The value of correlated with the value of ͌ We, the square root of the dimensionless Weber number (24) , which describes the ratio of fluid's inertia to surface tension driving recirculation (data not shown). We ϭ U 2 d/␥, where (kg/m 3 ) is the density of the fluid. We quantified this effect by using the chemistrode to deliver an array of plugs of fluorescein to saturate the wetting layer, followed by an array of buffer plugs that removed fluorescein from the wetting layer ( Fig. 2B and Fig. S2 ). As ͌ We increased from 0.0036 to 0.14, recirculation was reduced, and the value of decreased from 4 to 2. Viscosity of the plugs did not significantly affect the value of (data not shown), also suggesting that ͌ We is better than Ca or Re for describing . Mass transport by diffusion near the surface did not limit the overall mass transport in those experiments, but it could become limiting for molecules with very low effective diffusion coefficients (e.g., because of large size or binding to cell surfaces or extracellular matrix). For systems where both mass transport and kinetics are slow, the flow may be stopped and restarted to allow plugs to collect more of the released molecules. Overall, these experiments predicted that a temporal resolution of Ϸ50 ms should be achievable in this geometry at higher flow velocities. Re-formation of response plugs (step v) took place reliably in the chemistrode at Ca Ͻ 0.1 and did not limit t res .
Using the parameters described above, the chemistrode enabled delivery of an array of an arbitrary sequence of multiple molecular signals as pulses of controlled intensity and duration at high temporal resolution (Fig. 2C and Fig. S3 ). We delivered plugs of only 2 fluorescent dyes and imaged the wetting layer with 2 wavelengths simultaneously by using high-speed confocal microscopy. Short pulses with duration of Ϸ50 ms (width at half-height) were encoded in individual plugs, delivered at a frequency of 1 plug per 50 ms. Because long plugs may break up spontaneously, encoding of longer pulses was more reliable with sequences of short plugs. Higher-intensity pulses were encoded with plugs containing the reagent at higher concentration. The predetermined sequence of plugs was delivered 3 times with high reproducibility (Fig. 2C) . This experiment confirmed efficient delivery of the reagents into the wetting layer, also observed in Fig. 2 A. These results also demonstrated that the chemistrode is compatible with standard optical imaging techniques.
We hypothesized that the chemistrode would provide efficient recording of released signals superior to that of single-phase laminar flow. To simulate the release of molecules from a surface, fluorescein was pulsed out of a glass microcapillary tube that ended flush with the PDMS surface (Fig. 2D) . The chemistrode was brought into contact with the wetting layer above the tip of the capillary tube. Pulses of Ϸ40 ms with a volume of 0.2 nL were generated every second and collected by using either the plug-based flow (at a frequency of 1 plug per Ϸ37 ms) of the chemistrode or single-phase laminar flow in the same geometry ( Fig. 2D and Fig. S4 ). Fluorescence was detected at the tip of the device (site 1) and 10 cm downstream (site 2) by using high-speed fluorescence video microscopy. In these experiments, we were unable to measure fluorescence simultaneously at both sites. Therefore, the plots of fluorescence intensity shown for sites 1 and 2 are sequential but do not correspond to the same pulses. In the chemistrode at site 1, Ͼ95% of the fluorescent signal was distributed over no more than 2 plugs. Recirculation within plugs redistributed the contents of the pulse and caused the measured signal to fluctuate in some of the plugs (Movie S3). The recorded signal was transported 10 cm with no loss of temporal resolution. In contrast, recording with single-phase laminar flow resulted in poor temporal resolution and poor efficiency of collection. Broadening of the fluorescent peaks was already visible at the tip of the device (site 1, Movie S4), and the intensity of the signal decreased to Ͻ1% of the initial value after traveling 10 cm downstream (site 2) because of dispersion.
To test whether the chemistrode provided chemical stimulation and recording with spatial resolution of tens of micrometers-potentially important for work on the cellular and subcellular scales-we used multilayer soft lithography (31, 32) to fabricate a 2-layer chemistrode with 25-m channels separated by a thin (15 m) spacer of PDMS (Fig. 3A and Fig. S5 ). To simulate the release of molecules from a hydrophilic surface at 2 locations, we ejected pulses of any of 3 solutions through 2 (30 Ϯ 2) ϫ (20 Ϯ 5)-m orifices separated by 15 m (Fig. 3A) . The solutions were buffer (colorless), fluorescein (green), and 8-methoxypyrene-1,3,6 trisulfonic acid (MPTS, blue). We then brought the pair of chemistrodes in contact with the wetting layer above the orifices to record ejected pulses, and we detected fluorescence at the tip of the device (site 1) and 7 cm downstream (site 2). The 2-layer chemistrode reliably recorded the sequences of pulses at both locations ( Fig. 3 B and C) with cross-contamination of Ͻ1% and no loss of intensity during transport (Fig. 3C) . The use of plugs was essential-when single-phase laminar flow was used instead, pulses rapidly broadened, overlapped, and decayed ( Fig. 3 D and E) . In these small channels, Taylor dispersion was less severe, but losses to the walls of channels became pronounced, especially when we tested solutions of proteins. Because the carrier fluid completely encapsulates the aqueous plug and eliminates its contact with the walls, two-phase flow of the chemistrode reliably transported even molecules that tended to adsorb to PDMS and Teflon. We do not anticipate partitioning of hydrophobic or amphiphilic molecules from the aqueous plugs into the fluorocarbon carrier fluid, as shown in previous studies (33, 34) .
To test the compatibility of the chemistrode with off-line, multianalyte measurements by independent methods (steps viix), we used the chemistrode to record pulses of a mixture of 4 compounds-CaCl 2 , insulin, glucose, and MPTS as a positive control-each representing a different class of molecules and detectable by a different technique (Fig. 4A) . A mixture of these compounds was pulsed through the end of a Y-shaped channel. The chemistrode was brought into contact with the wetting layer above the channel. The array of recorded response plugs was split into 4 identical daughter arrays (step vi). Each plug in the first daughter array was injected (step vii) with a fluorescent indicator, fluo-4. Measuring fluorescence of the fluo-4-Ca 2ϩ complex of each plug (step viii) in this array detected the presence of Ca 2ϩ ions and provided a profile of Ca 2ϩ release as a function of time (Fig. S6) . In parallel, plugs in the second array were injected with the mixture of an anti-insulin antibody and labeled insulin for a competitive immunoassay with a 20 nM limit of detection, shown as the baseline in Fig. 4B and Fig. S7 . Control experiments indicated that plugs provide an excellent transport and storage medium for insulin for off-line analysis with no losses of insulin due to degradation or adsorption to surfaces (25) , in contrast to almost complete loss of insulin from laminar flow in the same Teflon tube. To determine the concentration of insulin, the fraction of labeled insulin that was free or bound to the antibody was detected by using fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) (35) . Plugs in the third array were injected with Girard's reagent T [(carboxymethyl)trimethylammonium chloride hydrazide] and incubated overnight to give a hydrazone derivative of glucose, and the presence of the hydrazone was then detected by MALDI-MS (Fig. S8 , a method that can detect unknown molecules. As a control, fluorescence of MPTS was measured in the fourth array. Analysis of insulin data indicated that Ͼ98% of the pulsed signal was recovered by the chemistrode. Final recombination of data from all 4 analyses (step ix) showed good alignment among different techniques and with the positive control trace of MPTS (Fig. 4B) .
Splitting followed by off-line analysis (Fig. 4A) is an attractive feature of the chemistrode that decouples the stimulating and recording experiment from the equipment and expertise that may be required for analysis of nanoliter volumes. We demonstrated decoupling in time: Whereas the chemical signals were recorded on the time scale of seconds, incubation and measurement steps during analysis required Ͼ24 h but did not lead to loss of signal or time resolution. We also demonstrated decoupling in location: We performed recording with the chemistrode (Fig.  4A ) in our laboratory and analyzed plugs for insulin 1 day later by using an FCS instrument located 20 miles away. Control experiments indicated that storage and transportation of tubing containing response plugs did not affect the time resolution or quality of analysis by FCS. Arrays of plugs have been shipped cross-country or frozen and thawed without disruption. The ability to deliver, record with no losses of resolution or concentration, duplicate, store, send by mail, and analyze by multiple techniques space-and time-resolved chemical information encoded as an array of plugs in a tube could dramatically enhance collaborations and use of unique analytical facilities.
Finally, we tested the compatibility of the chemistrode with live-cell experiments (Fig. 4C ) by using mouse islets of Langerhans, a model system widely studied in the context of diabetes (36) (37) (38) . Using the chemistrode, we stimulated single islets (Fig.  4D ) by using a transition from a resting buffer containing 2 mM glucose to a stimulant buffer containing 14 mM glucose. The increase of intracellular [Ca 2ϩ ] i by islets in response to the stimulation was optically monitored (36) by measuring the fluorescence intensity of fluo-4. We observed regularly oscillating [Ca 2ϩ ] i in islets being stimulated with plugs of buffer containing 14 mM glucose for up to 1 h (Fig. S9) . Next, by forming recording plugs at a frequency of 0.67 s Ϫ1 and measuring the insulin concentration in the recording plugs, we determined, every 1.5 s, the rate of insulin secretion of an islet under stimulation with solutions containing 30 mM KCl and 2 mM glucose. We chose these conditions to ensure rapid response dynamics and rapid secretion of insulin. We included a fluorescent dye, Alexa Fluor 594, as a marker in the stimulant plugs. To align the trace of off-line analysis to the [Ca 2ϩ ] i data, we used the transitions of marker intensity between the baseline and the plateau as the references and kept track of the position of every plug in the recording array. The intensity of Alexa Fluor 594 measured by fluorescent microscopy during stimulation agreed well with the intensity measured by off-line analysis of recorded plugs, indicating that temporal information was preserved by plugs. Upon stimulation, after a short Ϸ2-s delay, the islet displayed the expected response-a sharp increase of [Ca 2ϩ ] i accompanied by a burst of insulin release within Ϸ10 s (Fig. 4E) . The peak rate of insulin secretion was in general agreement with those observed previously in islet-on-a-chip microfluidic experiments (38) , and the rapid dynamics of secretion are consistent with stimulation by a solution of high KCl concentration. The response was also reproduced for different batches of healthy islets and agreed with that observed in control experiments, confirming that the chemistrode did not introduce artifacts. The compatibility of the chemistrode with live-cell experiments is consistent with compatibility of single-phase, aqueous microfluidic devices widely used in experiments with living cells (7, 8, 36) , with the design of chemistrode that brings only the aqueous phase in contact with the cell, whereas the fluorocarbon remains in contact with the walls of the device, and with compatibility of fluorocarbons with living cells and tissues (39) .
Discussion
One may speculate that, ultimately, the ability to contact the surface of a sample at a specific location and deliver molecular stimuli and then record, store, and analyze the pulses of molecules released in response could enable truly fascinating experiments in chemistry and biology. Molecular signals could be recorded ''in stereo'' from multiple locations on a surface with high spatial resolution, capturing a conversation among cells or revealing differences in secretion at different regions of the same cell. A sequence of pulses of molecular signals recorded with high temporal resolution from one cell could be played back to another cell with high fidelity or manipulated to identify the sequence of molecular signals essential to induce a particular function. These and other stimulation-recording-analysis experiments could advance areas that rely on extracellular communication, from dynamics of biofilms, to development of multicellular organisms, to signaling in neural circuits, to hormonal regulation.
The chemistrode has not yet been used to carry out such speculative experiments, because, as this article describes, there are physical principles and limitations governing the operation of the chemistrode. Obviously, many opportunities remain to further advance the chemistrode. For example, what operating ranges of the chemistrode are compatible with particular living cells and tissues? Can nanoporous membranes be integrated to control the shear experienced by the substrate while providing rapid mass transfer between the substrate and the plugs? For signaling molecules that show slow mass transfer because of binding to extracellular matrices, what are the best approaches to prevent or reverse this binding, or locally disrupt the matrices? How can pressure-sensitive valves be incorporated to balance pressure at the substrate? How can mechanically stable microprobes be fabricated for insertion into tissues? What are the best analytical techniques for each application, and what is the optimal way of integrating them? How can this approach be integrated with advances in laminar-flow-based probes (9, (40) (41) (42) ? The spatial resolution of the chemistrode is not yet at the level demonstrated by carbon fiber-and nanotube-based approaches (43) ; how can the chemistrode be scaled down further to operate in the patch-clamp mode on a single channel or to capture single secretory vesicles? As these questions are answered, the chemistrode should advance chemistry of responsive materials (44, 45) , surface catalysis (46) , and understanding of biological systems that are intrinsically responsive to stimuli and display nontrivial spatial and temporal dynamics on levels ranging from networks (47) to cells (48) to tissues (49, 50). 
